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Abstract 

To be able to improve a law, one has to understand it. The World Trade 

Organization (WTO) Treaty and Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing 

Measures (ASCM) specifically have become important in recent years mainly due 

to the massive subsidies and bailouts resulting from the on-going financial crisis 

that began in 2008. With the member states governments increased use of 

different relief and stimulus packages, as tools to help their domestic production 

through this crisis, many member states have started to ask for changes in the 

ASCM so as to establish clear, consistent and fair rules for all types of export 

financing.  

 

This paper investigates, discusses and analyses the problem that causes legal 

uncertainty. The focus of this paper is the indirect aspect of “export subsidies” 

due to their hidden and implicit nature. It examines measures that fall within the 

scope of article 3.1a) of the ASCM which covers prohibited export subsidies, as 

they are today within the WTO-context. Instruments used are the text of the 

ASCM and WTO Customary Law. After the identification of the issues causing 

the legal uncertainty and therefore unpredictability is accomplished, the different 

indirect export subsidizing methods found are summarized. By pinpointing these 

measures some possible solutions for a change in the ASCM might be found.  
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Abbreviations 

 GATT/WTO (World Trade Organization) 

AB Appellate Body 

ASCM  Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 

BISD Basic Instruments and selected documents 

DSB Dispute Settlement Body 
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TIRPA Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of 2005 

USC United States Code 

 GENERAL 
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R&D Research and development 

USDOC US Department of Commerce 

USDOD US Department of Defence 

VTCL Vienna convention of Law of treaties 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background  

The WTO is the only existing multilateral international organization that deals with the 

global rules of trade between nations. One of these rules is the restriction of governmental 

usage of export subsidies due to their potential to distort trade flows by giving an 

artificial competitive advantage to exporting industries. The early General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Article XIV contained rules for export subsidies by providing 

countervailing measures. These subsidy rules were however neither well developed or 

imposing, therefore a need to modernize rules around the issue of export subsidies lead to 

the creation of the current ASCM of the Uruguay round.
1
 

The ASCM has added precision to the previous rules by categorizing subsidies, 

developing definitions and methodologies to recognize them related to their nature, 

adverse effects and established procedural rules for multilateral remedies.
2
 Subsidies 

according to the “traffic light” system can be red, amber or green. The two categories 

regulated in the ASCM are red, the prohibited ones and amber, the actionable ones. All 

the subsidies deemed “specific” fall into one of these two categories. The previous Article 

XIV of GATT still remains though and is referred to by Article 1.1 (a)(2)of the ASCM. 

Even though the ASCM is an improvement, having enhanced provisions on notification 

and surveillance, it still lacks clarity and predictability in identifying the prohibited export 

subsidies, regulated by Article 3.1a) ASCM due to several ambiguities still existing in the 

law text.
3
 This leads to arbitrary assessments, especially regarding which government 

measures actually belong inside the framework of the indirect export subsidies,
4
 and to a 

lack of transparency in the usage of countervailing methods. To ensure that such 

measures, causing huge economic burdens and even possible conflicts between the 

domestic fiscal laws and the World Trade Organization (WTO) law for the Countries 

involved, are only used when justified, some further illumination in the area of prohibited 

indirect export subsidies is needed. 

1.2 Purpose and research question 

To be able to improve a law, one has to understand it. From that perspective a good paper 

should raise a question dealing with the problem which comes from a lack of clarity of 

the rule. One should then use the source of Law and jurisprudence to identify, examine 

                                                 
1
 WTO, “Seeking answers to global trade challenges”, 2011, p. 133 

2
 WTO, Report, Subsidies and WTO, 2006, p. 190 et seq. 

3
 Sykes, Fall 2010, p. 474 and P.Steger, 2010, p. 785 et seq. and Draft consolidated chair texts of 

the AD and ASCM, 2007, p.41 et seq. 
4
 Doha, 2001 p.26 and 28, WTO, Doha work programme DEC, 2005,  para. 6  and Communication 

from the Chairman, 2011 p.37 para 2 et seq. 
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and resolve what the issues are with the lack of clarity. What remains is to propose 

possible solutions. Therefore the problem that causes legal uncertainty, how the key terms 

and definitions of Articles 1, 2 and 3.1a) shall be interpreted as they are currently to 

enable identification of indirect measures that fall within the scope of article 3.1a) i.e. 

prohibited export subsidies, is done as described above. After this is accomplished the 

different methods that qualify for indirect export subsidies found are summed up.  

This will be accomplished in this study by the key research question: How do domestic 

internal actions of a state qualify for indirect prohibited export subsidies?  

Since no similar research, through the available sources, has been located the contribution 

is to add another dimension to an improved understanding of indirect subsidies in general 

and indirect export subsidies specifically. This is done by identifying the different 

indirect aspects of prohibited export subsidies restricted by article 3.1a) of the ASCM. 

Further, by pinpointing the existing issues of identification, some direction for how the 

ASCM could be changed relevant to these matters might be found. This paper is written 

in English due to the fact that this is the original language of the WTO treaty and to avoid 

any valuable details lost in translation that could distort literal interpretation, which is the 

most common way to interpret international public Law.  

1.3 Delimitation 

Based upon careful consideration and keeping in mind the most likely target audience for 

this paper will be peers or researchers, the issue/study is represented assuming that 

readers masters the terminology and major sources within the topic of International 

Public Law, especially WTO. That is why inter alia terminology used is not explained 

nor does the bibliography contain either International conventions or the special 

agreements under the WTO. The subject of this study is indirect export subsidies as 

understood by the definition in a WTO-context, explicitly in the rules of the Article 3.1a) 

of the ASCM, and identifying the current provisions around the transformation process 

from a domestic subsidy to a prohibited export subsidy. Therefore rules and statues 

brought up will mainly be WTO related. Also for the comparative parts to demonstrate 

effects only United States (US) and European Union (EU) will be used to keep the focus 

of this paper.  

Remedies and countervailing measures will not be discussed in a wider scope, even 

though they are mentioned, since they not contribute anything relevant to the answer for 

the key question of this paper. Furthermore, to stay within the focus of this study, only 

products related the ASCM will be bought up. This means inter alia that the Most 

Favoured Nation (MFN) principle in GATT 1994 Article I, National treatment(NT) 

principle Article III and exceptions for environment in article XX etc. will not be 

discussed. Neither will products regulated by special agreements with the exception of the 

SCM be mentioned.
5
 The special rules to developing country Members in Part VIII of the 

ASCM and Members in transition to a market economy in Part IX of the ASCM will also 

be outside of the scope of this study. Since no case law has been seen about indirect 

                                                 
5
 This will exclude i.e. SPS-agreement, the Agreement for Agriculture etc. 
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subsidies that successfully use another interpretation than within the ordinary meaning of 

words within WTO practice as explained in the next chapter, no alternative interpretation 

methods will be pursued by this paper. Additionally only the most relevant publications 

needed for answering the research question have been chosen. The same reasoning 

applies to case law presented. The legal analysis and suggested improvements presented 

here reflects the author’s own understanding of the ASCM and indirect export subsidies 

and is not necessarily established or supported by others. 

1.4 Method and material 

The basis for this research is in traditional legal dogma, with the emphasis on doctrine 

and praxis to understand the conceptual context of indirect export subsidies. The WTO-

treaty is a multilateral
6
 contract between states, regulated by the Vienna Convention 1969 

on international treaties (VCTL); it is part of international public law where the legal 

hierarchy and legal sources differ a bit from the Swedish domestic sources of law.  

The WTO’s rules are soft law, therefore they are not legally binding as such and do not 

provide legal remedies for individual rights. The WTO discipline solely rest upon the 

threat of economic sanctions. Any member state breaching the provisions relevant of the 

Agreements risks becoming a target of economic remedies which impacts the country’s 

exports. However WTO rules do influence the laws of its member states e.g. The 

European Union (EU) which are binding. The sources of international law are in order of 

precedence; 1) International treaties, 2) General customary international law, 3) General 

principles of law.
7
  Naturally doctrine is also used to assist in interpretation of the WTO 

treaty text, international and domestic laws. Furthermore, customary Law in WTO is a 

combination of jurisprudence created by rulings of Panels, the Appellate Body (AB) and 

National courts and the customs created by actions taken of the member states and WTO.
8
 

Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) Article 3.2 refers to VCTL Articles 31-33, thus 

the legal text of WTO shall be interpreted according to the ordinary meaning of words.  

There have also been few attempts to interpret WTO agreements beyond the ordinary 

meaning of the words however; all of these attempts have failed.
9
  

Empirical observations of relevant case studies of the Panels and the AB’s “decisions” 

have been used, since their “judgements” create jurisprudence. Of approximately 400 

cases handled by the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) during the last 15 years, 89 

concerning the ASCM were found. 52 of the complaints involved Article 3, 3.1 and 3.1a), 

but only nine of them were listed under article 3.1 a).
10

 To pinpoint the cases relevant for 

the key question of this paper the ones not constituting of subsidized exports were 

eliminated as presented in table 1 of Annex 1 of this thesis. Thereafter the indirect were 

separated from the direct ones. Only cases which had a Panel established were chosen, 

since they provide more relevant research material. This enabled the identification of 

                                                 
6
 VCTL Part I article 2 

7
 The International Court of Justice (ICJ), Article 38 §1. 

8
 See Lester, p. 104 for customary law.  

9
 Benitah, p. 199 see also US-Large Civil Aircraft(second complaint) AB para.55 

10
 WTO homepage, DSU gateway 
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cases confirmed by the Panel or AB, as a breach of Article 3.1.a) as can be seen in table 

2, Annex I of this paper. After the elimination process only DS108 (US-FSC), DS126 

(Australia- Automotive Leather II), DS139 (Canada-Autos) and DS353 (US- Large Civil 

Aircraft 2nd complaint) remained. The process revealed that more than half of the 

indirect cases were tax related including three of the four relevant found.
11

 Two cases, the 

US-Large Civil Aircraft (2nd complaint)
12

 and US-FSC,
13

  had as a common factor 

indirect export subsidies caused by FSCs. Thus, US-FSC was chosen to be used as the 

main reference case. However the chronologically more recent case US-Large Civil 

Aircraft (2nd complaint) will initiate the examination of jurisprudence, followed by a 

more in depth study of the US-FSC. In addition parts of several cases will be used to shed 

light upon various definitions since no single case representing all the different aspects of 

indirect export subsidies could be found.  

Both primary and secondary sources, updated on May 12
th
, 2012, will be used. Primary 

sources include WTO-treaty text, reports from the panels and AB (WTO homepage), EU 

publications from O.J, US laws and rules. Secondary sources include summaries from 

panels and AB reports and doctrine in the form of articles and other relevant literature. A 

large part of the material is from Internet sources, primarily the homepages of WTO and 

EU. Sources for doctrine are articles e.g. from the university library in Lund and Summon 

as well as other relevant literature to support an explanation for the nature of the 

interpretations of the WTO’s definition of export subsidies.   

1.5 Disposition 

This paper is divided in seven main chapters with subchapters to present the material in a 

logical order. Chapter one introduces the background, the purpose and the research 

question and even establishes the framework of this paper. Further it explains the method 

and material used. Chapter two explains the function of the ASCM and the motive for 

prohibition of export subsidizing. In addition the hierarchy of sources in Law, in both 

WTO/international and WTO/domestic context, shall be discussed to establish how the 

WTO-law, being soft law, influences hard law. In Chapter three a short introduction of 

the SCM is done to provide an overview of the Agreement, followed by a closer look at 

the relevant rules in the ASCM and what a subsidy is in this context is established. In the 

fourth Chapter indirect subsidies are defined and isolated. The fifth Chapter studies 

export subsidies in depth, vis-à-vis the current rules in GATT 1994 and SCM relevant. A 

regulatory structure called the “Traffic light system” is used to visualize the tree different 

categories of subsidies.
14

 Chapter six provides more insight into WTO custom law, 

mainly in form of jurisprudence, by investigating the US-FSC case. Chapter seven 

combines all these elements, with argumentation about some of the inherent problems of 

the ASCM regarding identification of subsidies and lack of transparency followed by an 

analysis and the conclusion. 

                                                 
11

 DS 108, DS127, DS128, DS129, DS130, DS131, DS139, DS273, DS317 and DS353 
12

 US- Large Civil Aircraft (Second Complaint) DS353 
13

 US-FSC and US-FSC (Article 21.5 – EC) DS108 
14

 WTO, Report, Subsidies and WTO, p. 196 and  Lester, p. 403  
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2. The role of WTO Law and the 

purpose of the ASCM 

2.1 The WTO Treaty and International public Law 

The WTO is the only existing multilateral international organization that deals with the 

global rules of trade between nations. WTOs main function is to guarantee that trade 

flows as effortlessly, predictably and freely as possible. According to the WTO Glossary 

this is done transparently, referring thus both to generating information and to generating 

agreed interpretations of the information.
15

 The WTO’s rules are the result of member 

negotiations in the form of agreements. The Uruguay Round of negotiations held between 

the years 1986-94, included a major revision of the original GATT and resulted in the 

current set i.e. the Marrakesh Agreement.
16

  

All decisions taken are virtually made by consensus among all member countries and 

they are ratified by the members' parliaments. WTO’s agreements are the legal ground-

rules for international commerce, guaranteeing member countries important trade rights. 

They also bind the government’s pacta sunt servanda to keep their trade policies within 

agreed limits.
17

 The ASCM which all WTO members will automatically be subject to is 

one of these contracts.
18

 The WTO as part of the international public Law is soft law i.e. 

voluntary. All treaties derive from the agreement of the nations involved and thereby are 

equally binding in nature, thus making International law a law of cooperation, not 

subordination. The supranational WTO-treaty is not legislative as such and lacks an 

executive power.  A well-known quote expresses this well, 

“...the WTO has no jailhouse, no bail bondsmen, no blue helmets, no truncheons or tear 

gas. Rather, the WTO-essentially a confederation of sovereign national governments.”
19

 

As it follows bilateral and other multilateral agreements between states i.e. free trade 

areas, EU and OECD are considered lex specialis in their relation to the WTO Law and 

are thereby not bound by the WTO/ASCM rules.
20

   

The WTO’s procedure to administer the DSU in Annex 2 of the Agreement is essential 

for resolving trade quarrels, enforcing the rules and hence ensuring that the trade flows 

smoothly. Member States turn to the DSU if they consider their rights under the 

                                                 
15

 Wolfe, 2010, p. 551 et seq. 
16

 WTO homepage The WTO in brief part 1 
17

 Marrakesh Agreement Article II 
18

 URAA, summary of provisions 
19

 Bello 1996, p.417 
20

 GATT Article XXIV and Marrakesh Agreement Article XIII, see also the consensus agreement 

on civil aircraft that grants members of the OECD exception from certain rules on export credits in 

the ASCM updated March 2011 Arrangement on Officially Supported Export Credits 
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agreements are being infringed. The DSB provides a service to the Member states on how 

the WTO Agreements should be interpreted.
21

 Though, as the founders of these 

agreements are the member governments themselves, the ultimate responsibility for 

settling disputes also lies with them. The preferred way to settle differences between 

Member states is through consultation as stated in Article 4 DSU. If this fails a stage-by-

stage procedure is available that includes the possibility of a ruling by a Panel under 

Article 7, which might be assisted by an assembly of especially appointed independent 

experts, i.e. a Permanent Group of Experts in matters concerning the ASCM.
22

 The 

Panel’s ruling can be appealed to the AB according to Article 17 DSU. 

The Panel’s jurisdiction goes no further than the WTO context and has a duty to ascertain 

that the Law be applied so as to resolve the WTO claims concerned. The jurisprudence is 

not binding as such, as can be seen by the example by the rejection of a Panel ruling in 

Australia-Automotive Leather Article 21.5. However, the DSB Panel’s limitation of 

jurisdiction to claims under WTO covered agreements does not mean that the applicable 

Law available to a DSB Panel is necessarily limited to WTO covered agreements.
23

 The 

WTO jurisprudence confirms this. Both the Panels and the AB have often applied other 

rules of international Law in inspecting WTO claims independently of interpreting a 

given WTO provision.
24

 Clarification of the meaning of WTO covered agreements by the 

WTO panels, while exercising their juridical functions may occur but the rules agreed 

upon by the WTO members must apply. The panels may not instigate new rights and/or 

obligations.
25

  

2.2 The ASCM and domestic Law 

The WTO treaty and the Agreements under it, like the ASCM regulating subsidies, is soft 

law. The effects it has on a specific country's domestic Law depends entirely on the effect 

of international Law has in general in the legal system on that country. Some specific 

aspects of trade agreements that may also influence these issues exist. In cases where it is 

obvious a conflict is present a Court has to decide whether a national or the international 

legal norm i.e. in this case WTO rules shall prevail.
26

 To simplify the proper appliance of 

the WTO treaty the member states have harmonized their national Laws to various 

degrees with the different Agreements including the ASCM.
27

 WTO doctrine has had 

extensive debates forth and against a possible direct effect of GATT.  

The three legal systems that have confronted the problem of subsidies over the longest 

period of time are GATT/WTO, EU and the US. While some similarities exist, a great 

deal of divergence nevertheless can be found among them on the substantive and 

                                                 
21

 The Article 2.1 of DSU establishes the forming of DSB.   
22

 Establishment of a panel Article 6 DSU and Permanent Group of Experts Article 4.5 ASCM  
23

 Lester, p. 104 et seq. 
24

 Lester, p. 108 et seq. 
25

 DSU Annex 2 DSU Article 3 p.2 last sentence states “Recommendations and rulings of the DSB 

cannot add to or diminish the rights and obligations provided in the covered agreements.” 
26

 Lester, p. 125 et seq. 
27

 the entry of the ASCM into force in EU context was published in O.J L 336, 23.12.1994, p. 156–

183  article 235 in EEC Treaty 
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procedural rules respecting subsidies.
28

 The U.S congress has not amended the Uruguay 

Round Agreement (URAA) section 102(a) to their national law; thereby no provision of 

the WTO will have a direct effect in the US.
29

  The Charming Betsy doctrine of 

interpretation is reflected in the context of Chevron defences
30

. This can be seen in US 

jurisprudence i.e. Hyundai Electronics
31

and Corus steel
32

. Thereby, a certain indirect 

effect exists based on the Charming Betsy doctrine.
33

 The US domestic Law vis-à-vis 

subsidies differ from the WTO Law. In most cases the U.S Supreme Court of Justice has 

declined to interfere with decisions made by the individual US member states to subsidize 

in-state firms through direct payments. Also the Court's precedents through the years 

along with the US constitutional commentators give an indication that state subsidies, that 

by appearance are not tax discrimination, are permissible. 
34

 

The international trade law rules in the ASCM mainly follows the same pattern as the EU 

rules on subsidies in 107-109 TFEU.
35

 The European Court of Justice (EJC) has two main 

arguments for denying the direct effect of the GATT. The GATT is considered as an 

instrument of negotiation, rather than adjunction, and the GATTs provisions are not 

considered to be precise enough for the purpose of the direct effect. This assessment is 

not purely functional in order to determine direct effect in terms of rights of individuals 

before the EJC, but also in the framework of disputes though a EU member state against 

the Union wherever principles of refuting direct effect is not in place.  

Based on jurisprudence from the European Court of First instance in cases Chiquita
36

 and 

FIAMM
37

 and EJC in Van Parys
38

 WTO Law cannot be invoked to challenge a measure 

adopted by the EU, not even after the DSB has issued a ruling declaring the inconsistency 

of the EU measure with WTO Law.
39

 It should be kept in mind that The Treaty on the 

functioning of the European Union (TFEU) aims at a complete integration in an internal 

market and, therefore, includes the free movement of persons, goods, services and 

capital.
40

 The WTO, by contrast, seeks solely to guarantee the undistorted import and 

export between various national markets. Besides, the WTO stands only for goods and 

                                                 
28

 Sykes, Fall 2010, p. 747 
29

 Lester, p.130 
30

 Murray v. The charming Betsy , 1804 and Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense 

Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984) 
31

 Hyundai Electronics Co. v. United States, (2005), CIT products 
32

 Corus Staal BV v. United States, (2005), Holland steel producers against US 
33

 Lester, 2008, p.129  
34

 Sykes, Fall 2010, p. 748 
35

 Schön, 2004, p. 284 O.J. C 83 Volume 53 30 March 2010 old Arts. 87 and 88 EC Treaty 
36

 Chiquita - United Brands Company and United Brands Continentaal BV v Commission of the 

European Communities 
37

 FIAMM Joined Cases C-120/06 P and C-121/06 P 
38

 Léon Van Parys NV v. Belgisch Interventie- en Restitutiebureau C-377/02 
39

 Emch, 2006, pp. 566-9 
40

 Articles 2, 3,21, 26, 34, 56 and 63 of the TFEU 
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services; the free movement of capital and the free movement of workers are beyond its 

scope.
41

 

Unlike the WTO, the EC Treaty largely eliminates countervailing duties on internal trade. 

Those are prohibited by Article 107 TFEU, unless the EC Commission has approved 

them for a ‘‘limited time.'' The U.S. federal system has no countervailing duties. The EU 

restrictions on state aid bear some major similarities to WTO rules but, the enforcement is 

far more aggressive.
42

 

2.3 Purpose of the ASCM and the inherited risks 

To be able to comprehend the legal basis for the prohibition of export subsidies, the 

purpose behind the provisions should be understood. Due to lack of an International law 

on competition
43

 the ASCM promotes fair competition among member states by 

disciplining the possibility of improper price competition and deals with the potential 

trade-off between trade-distorting and welfare-enhancing effects of subsidies. The 

Antidumping agreement
44

 regulates private players within the international market in the 

same manner. As such, subsidies are not barriers to the trade, but can even contribute to 

the increase of international trade
45

, which is in line with WTO goals. Then again, 

subsidized exports have a potential for generating dumping within a country’s market, 

which diminishes access to the market by other countries. This leads to a skewed access 

to resources and increases the risk for trade being skewed, which in turn leads to a 

negative influence on competing business(-es) which lacks access to subsidies, which in 

the long term will have a negative effect on trade. The Subsidizing agreement is a tool for 

the member states to protect themselves against damaging import of goods that are 

subsidized in the exporting country.
46

 

The ASCM has a dual purpose: To regulate a member’s national use of government 

subsidies and to thoroughly describe how subsidies, which either directly or indirectly 

can be seen to interfere with another member states industrial and/or trade interests, can 

be countered.
47

 To enable this purpose the ASCM contains two sets of rules, individually 

referred to as ‘Track I’ and ‘Track II’. Track I, is defined as; when a subsidy harms the 

domestic industry of a WTO Member imposing countervailing duties on imports from a 

subsidy-granting Member. Track II, is defined as; the rules, referring to the multilateral 

disciplines, a WTO member must abide by so as to not find itself in violation of the 

Agreement or else risk becoming the subject of a complaint to the judicial instances of the 

WTO (Panel and, on appeal, AB).
48

 

                                                 
41

 Schön, 2004, p. 284 
42

 Sykes, Fall 2010, p. 14-15 
43

 Bhala, p. 9 and WTO, Report, Subsidies and WTO, p. 195 
44

 Agreement on implementation of article VI of the general agreement on tariffs and trade 
45

 Bagwell, 2006, p. 893 
46

 WTO, Report, Subsidies and WTO, 2006, p. 195 et seq. 
47

 Understanding the WTO: The agreements 
48

 WTO homepage, Subsidies and Countervailing measures: Overview, Trade policy rewiew, 2004 

p.127 and Goyette, 2006, p. 696 
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The ASCM is controversial by nature; it allows a Member State to take actions that 

actually crosses the border of a state’s sovereignty against another Member State through 

the WTO framework as these national measures affect the trade of another Member 

State.
49

 However, the ASCM goes no further than remedies in form of recommendations 

as well as detailed rules for the procedures for an anti-subsidy investigation and how the 

introduction of countervailing measures is done. The existence of a forbidden subsidy 

must be proven first prima facie by the complainant and in the case that this is 

accomplished the defendant country is given a chance to rebut the accusations.
50

  

If a member grants prohibited subsidies, other Member States can choose the unilateral 

remedy to either impose Countervailing Duties (CVDs), to counter their effects on their 

domestic market under Track I or challenge the subsidies granted under Track II.
51

 CVDs 

may be imposed if the conditions of Track I are fulfilled, i.e. the export subsidy have been 

proven to have caused injury to import-competing firms in another member country and 

causality between the two must have been established. Article 15 of the ASCM describes 

the determination of injury and Part V of the ASCM governs the CVDs. 

They can alternatively adopt appropriate countermeasures, following a dispute-settlement 

procedure in line with Track II. In context of Track II, injury is deemed to exist under an 

irrefutable assumption.
52

 Both procedures may be started parallel, however, under the 

agreement in Article 10, note 35 only one form of relief can be used. Within the frame of 

Track 2 action vis-à-vis export subsidies, the ASCM provides an accelerated DSU 

process in Article 4 which is much faster than the normal DSU timetable for dispute 

settlement proceedings. The unilateral remedy is likely to be the preferred option, since it 

avoids the need to bring a case to the DSB saving time, and captures revenue for the 

treasury of the importing nation to boot.
53

 

If Track II is chosen, and the subsidy in question has been qualified being an export 

subsidy, the subsidizing Member is recommended by a panel to withdraw the subsidy 

immediately in accordance to Article 4.7 of the ASCM. This can naturally cause adverse 

effects for the companies having included the subsidy in their budgets. If the subsidizing 

State does not follow the recommendation within the time-period specified by the Panel, 

the DSB can, as stated in Article 4.10 of the ASCM, authorize the complainant to take 

appropriate countermeasures. 

The ex ante control of subsidies is left to the Members. It is up to the subsidizing Member 

to decide what steps, domestic or within WTO-context, it will take from there. The 

member states are however, by Articles 25 and 32.6 of the ASCM for transparency 

reasons, supposed to notify which subsidizing programmes they grant and additionally 

any countervailing duty laws and rules steps they have taken against other member states.  

                                                 
49
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WTO is soft law; the DSB has no jurisdiction to demand the Members to act beyond what 

they have agreed to and is therefore limited to recommendations. It is also apparent that 

countries can in actu be slow in withdrawing the subsidizing measures, to provide the 

government time to replace the subsidies with a new system e.g. US-DISC, it took almost 

14 years before US withdrew the DISC Law.
54

 As a consequence the WTO Member 

States do not have a similar obligation to recover the given state aid in form of export 

subsidies like EU
55

. This is a potential area of conflict between the WTO and EU rules, as 

article 4 of the ASCM only requires a withdrawal of the prohibited subsidizing method, 

not any other consequences.
56

  

Compensation has quite a different meaning vis-à-vis WTO rulings. The term 

compensation in the WTO context does not refer to payment for trade lost, but is rather a 

forward-looking remedy to ensure a rebalancing of trade concessions, economic injury 

caused is recuperated mainly
57

by utilizing CVDs till the monetary loss has been 

recovered. CVDs must be removed after this has been achieved according to Article 19.4 

of the ASCM. It should be noted, that in Australia-Automotive Leather Article 21.5, the 

panel actually came to a conclusion that Article 4.7 of the ASCM encompassed 

repayments as “anything less than full payment would satisfy the requirements of article 

4.7”, if the subsidizing state has not complied with the recommendations and the rulings 

of the DSU.
58

  This ruling was criticized by the panel in Canada-Aircraft Article 25.1 
59

 

and rebuked by several countries.
60

 

Sadly WTO trade disputes are lengthy processes and the costs are of a massive 

proportion. Paradoxically, at the end of the day the final bill is highly likely to end on the 

table of the taxpayers of the conflicting Member states, both as the original financers of 

the export subsidies in their Country and as the ones having to bear the final burden of the 

negative economic effect, in form of higher prices and lost jobs, of the countervailing 

measures targeted against the subsidizing Member State. In US-FSC it was the small 

businesses, since 60 percent of the users were small companies, and for them “a little 

wage-tax credit” is of greater importance than to large corporations.
61

 An additional 

effect is that the importing country’s consumer’s access to cheaper imported products is 

denied by its own raised tariffs and countervailing duties. 
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3. The ASCM, “subsidy” and 

“specificity” 

3.1 The basic structure of the ASCM  

The first step of the process of understanding how an action of a state within its own 

national boundaries qualify as a forbidden indirect export subsidy, is to define what a 

subsidy is and contains in WTO-treaty context. Only subsidies that have a potential to 

create trade distortion need restricting, therefore the ASCM attempts to identify these 

types of subsidies. This is done first on the basis of the recipients, thru the specificity 

rules, and second on the basis of how direct their effect is on the trade flows. The ASCM 

includes six parts and seven annexes and follows a logical order presented in this chapter. 

The ASCM relates only to subsidies explicitly provided to an enterprise or industry or 

group of enterprises or industries,
62

 the key the entire Agreement being the term 

“subsidy” and concept “specificity”, found respectively in part I, Articles 1 and 2.
63

 

These two define all the measures that are subject to the multilateral subsidy disciplines. 

Article 1 of the ASCM states that only a measure which is a “specific subsidy” within the 

meaning of Part I is subject to multilateral disciplines and can become a target for 

countervailing actions. The reasoning covers respectively actionable subsidies and export 

subsidies.  

The ASCM states that a subsidy is deemed to exist only if all these three elements are in 

place: i) financial contribution, ii) provided by a government or any public body iii) and a 

benefit is thereby conferred. Additionally such subsidy has to be “specific” to be subject 

to the Agreement. The definition of “specificity” can be found in Article 2, and is 

considered to exist when access to the subsidy is limited, explicitly or in fact, to certain 

enterprises.
64

 

All specific subsidies are divided into one of two categories in Parts II and III, and certain 

rules and procedures with respect to each category are established. These two categories, 

in given order, are called prohibited and actionable. The substantive and procedural 

requirements that must be fulfilled before a Member can apply a countervailing measure 

against subsidized imports are established in Part V followed by parts VI and VII which 

establish the institutional structure and notification/surveillance modalities for 

implementation of the ASCM.
65

 Part VIII has particular rules for various categories of 
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developing countries. The statues for developed countries and for former centrally 

planned economy members to transform into market economies are found in part IX. And 

the final Parts of the ASCM X and XI contain dispute settlement and final provisions. 

3.2 The definition “subsidy” 

A subsidy is grounded according to Article 1 para. 1.1(a) 1 when, 

” ...there is a financial contribution by a government or any public body within the territory 

of a Member (referred to in this Agreement as "government"), i.e. where:” 

either as a direct transfer of funds or potential transfers of funds or liabilities according to 

subpara 1.1(a)(1)(i), or indirectly, in line with subparas 1.1(a)(1)(ii-iv) or 1.1(a) 2, that 

refers to Article XVI of the GATT 1994, as will be explained closely in subchapter 4.1  

below. Article 1 of ASCM has an extensive coverage of varying ways which 

governments might grant financial contributions under the definition of subsidies.  

Traditionally the list of subparas, within the context of which measures constitute a 

financial contribution, has been thought to be exhaustive based on the way the term “i.e.” 

in Article 1.1.(a)(1) is used.
66

 But the rather broad wording of this Article indicates that 

this might not be absolute.
67

 In US-Large Civil Aircraft, the AB stated that any type of 

measures found within the “NASA research programs” that falls within the meaning of 

the “chapeau”, Article 1.1 of the ASCM, would remove the need to tackle the issue of 

purchasing services being outside of the scope of Article 1.1.(a)(1) (i).
68

 

The main types of financial contributions are found in Article 1.1(a)(1)(i)-(iv) of the 

ASCM and consist of direct or potential direct transfers of funds; foregone revenue; 

government provision of goods/services; and purchases of goods and have been subject to 

several disputes. Also according to different examples scattered in ASCM inter alia, 

grants, loans, equity infusions, loan guarantees and fiscal incentives. The direct transfers 

in Article 1.1(a)(1)(i) are fairly straightforward. Mainly all types of monetary transactions 

from a government to a private actor are covered.
69

 The ASCM provides the following 

examples: grants, loans and equity infusions and jurisprudence have established inter alia 

that certain payments made in the form of bonds constitute direct transfers of funds.
70

 

Even a promise of a money transfer, under certain conditions, is considered a potential for 

direct transfer of funds: i.e. a direct transfer of funds potentially exists, if the action in 

question confers a subsidiary by giving rise to a benefit, irrespective of whether any 

payment occurs. Moreover, no dependency upon probability of the occurrence of a 

subsequent payment exists. 
71
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3.3 A benefit conferred  

For a subsidy to exist, two elements must be in place: 1) the financial contribution by a 

government or any public body and 2) confers a benefit for its recipient that exists as 

specified in Article 1.1(b) ASCM. In some cases, establishing a benefit may be difficult. 

Subsequently, in the lack of complete guidance on these issues in the ASCM, the AB in 

Canada–Aircraft
72

 ruled that the existence of a benefit is to be determined by comparison 

with the market-place. Article 14 of the ASCM, provides some guidance, employing a 

commercial benchmark, with respect to determining whether certain types of measures 

confer a “benefit”. The Appellate Body further confirmed that a financial contribution 

had to make the recipient “better off” than it would have been, and thus the measure to 

have trade-distorting potential in the sense of ASCM Article 1.1(b) to exist.
73

 However, 

the issue of the meaning of “benefit”, in the context of multilateral disciplines is not fully 

resolved.
74

 

 

AB in US–Lead and Bismuth II 
75

and in US–Countervailing Measures on Certain EC 

Products
76

 interpreted that assets of a state-owned enterprise previously acquired by the 

latter with a “financial contribution” by the government, and subsequently sold at fair 

market value in the course of privatization are not presumed to confer a benefit on the 

purchasing firm.
77

 A benefit does not necessary need to be established. As will be 

explained in chapter 5.3 below, the ASCM contains an Illustrative List of export 

subsidies in Annex I of the ASCM, i.e. a measure meeting the criteria of an item of the 

list constitutes per se a prohibited export subsidies; thereby benefit needs not be 

established separately.
78

 However, the Illustrative List should not be used a contrario as 

framework to define the notion of subsidy under Article 1.  

3.4 The concept of “specificity” 

Only subsidies that can distort the allocation of resources within an economy should be 

controlled e.g. export subsidies. Therefore, unless a subsidy is “specific” in line with 

Article 2, it does not exist according to Article 1.2 ASCM. This is based upon the 

interplay between Article 1.2 and the “chapeau” of article 2 that reflects back to the 

“chapeau” of Article 1.1 in determining whether a subsidy, is “specific”
79

. 

 

“A subsidy as defined in paragraph 1 shall be subject to the provisions of Part II or shall 

be subject to the provisions of Part III or V only if such a subsidy is specific in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 2”
80
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This may occur de jure or de facto; a de jure specificity exists, when the granting 

authority or a legislation run by it ‘‘explicitly limits access to a subsidy to certain 

enterprises.’’ A contrario, a de jure “specificity” does not exist, if eligibility of the 

enterprises is founded on objective criteria and neutral conditions,
81

 which are both 

economic in nature and horizontally applicable, and if the eligibility for the subsidy is 

automatic, since a distortion in the allocation of resources is presumed not to occur. 

Footnote 2 of the ASCM establishes that the conditions should be economic in nature and 

horizontal in application. De facto specificity inter alia can even be determined from how 

many companies actually use a government programme, as in the case of EC–DRAMs 

Chips,
82

where the amount of companies using the subsidy programme (only six out of 

200) was used as the basis for a assessing of “specificity”. 

The ASCM contains four types of “specificity”:1) Enterprise-specificity, i.e. government 

subsidization is aimed at a particular company or companies. 2) Industry-specificity, i.e. 

government subsidization is aimed at a particular sector or sectors. 3) Regional 

specificity, i.e. government subsidization is aimed at specific producers in certain parts of 

its territory. 4) Prohibited subsidies, i.e. government subsidization are aimed at export 

goods or goods using domestic inputs. 
83

 

A subsidy programme may appear non-specific according to these principles, as noted by 

Article 2, but is implemented in such a way that it turns out “specific”. Thus, Article 

2.1(c) pinpoints some of the factors that should be observed in that regard, e.g. that the 

subsidy program is used by a limited number of certain enterprises or the way in which 

discretion has been exercised by the granting authority in making the awards. Also the 

length of time the subsidy program has been operative makes is of importance.
84

  

Additional issues arise inter alia with respect to specificity is how the establishment in 

practice that the range of beneficiaries of a subsidy is “specific” to “certain enterprises” 

or to a particular region, as opposed to “non-specific”, will be done. Since “certain 

enterprises” refers to “an enterprise or industry or group of enterprises or industries” 

consequently it might be of importance to be able to identify an “industry” in 

establishing specificity in particular cases. The ASCM doesn’t define the term 

“industry”.
85

 However, prohibited subsidies are considered specific, even if these 

subsidies are available to all enterprises, thus the disciplines of Parts II and V of the 

ASCM will apply. The Panel, in Korea-Vessels
86

 held that a subsidy that is specific 

because of Article 2.3 ASCM (i.e. export contingency) is automatically specific for the 

purpose of Part II (prohibited export subsidy). 
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4. Indirect subsidies 

4.1 Upstream/input subsidies 

The ASCM classifies subsidies into direct and indirect categories in Article VI:3 of the 

GATT 1994. The term “indirect subsidy”, has raised several issues of identification and 

interpretation. The topic “indirect subsidies” within the framework of Article 1.1(a) is the 

main research field of this paper “indirect export subsidy”, i.e. indirect subsidy and export 

subsidy combined.  

Article XVI of the GATT 1994, in subpara 1.1(a) 2, is the earliest rule on subsidies of 

GATT 1947 and regulates any support operating directly or indirectly to increase exports 

of any product from, or reduce imports into, a Member’s territory. The precise meaning 

of the definition of the notion of “income and price support”, within the scope of this 

article has been debated at various points related to subsidy elements in domestic support 

prices. I.e. subsidies financed by a non-governmental levy, export credit programs, 

internal transport charges, tax exemptions, multiple exchange rates and border tax 

adjustments.
87

 Therefore, the first part of guidance, for what falls within framework of 

indirect subsidies, will be sought from early GATT /1947 jurisprudence. This case has 

been used as example for indirect subsidies e.g. by Benitah and Rubini.
88

 As an important 

point to clarify the following case, the definition for Upstream/input subsidy in pre-WTO 

US countervailing duty legislation was almost identical to indirect subsidies i.e. they 

basically meant the same thing.
89

   

The definition for an indirect subsidy surfaced in the US-Chilled and frozen pork from 

Canada case,
90

 wherein subsidies were paid explicitly only to producers of swine, not to 

producers of exported pork meat. The problem with classification as a upstream subsidy 

was that the US Department of Commerce (USDOC) would have had to demonstrate that 

pork meat producers received a “competitive benefit” in line of 19 USC § 1677-1 (a) (2) 

(1988),
91

 even though they did not receive any subsidy. Also any benefits received would 

have been eliminated to a relatively modest countervailing duty, as its amounts did not 

exceed this competitive benefit.
92

 To circumvent this obstacle, the department indicated 

the production of swine and the manufacture of pork meat was a single production 

process, thereby trying to present the indirect subsidy as a direct one. Thus, according to 

DOC, no indirect subsidy existed in this case, since the main purpose of live swine 
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breeding was the manufacture of pork meat.
93

 After the issue was brought to a GATT 

/1947panel, they decided prima facie this being an indirect subsidy, and focused on, if 

section 771.B provisions permitted the detection of an indirect subsidy. The conclusion 

they came to, was that an indirect subsidy is characterized by its disturbance of market 

mechanism in a national economy.  

As it follows, the term indirect is used to define a subsidy granted to a product used in the 

manufacture of another product. I.e. the producer of the final product may still benefit 

from a direct subsidy to a producer of input necessary to manufacturing of the final 

product, creating a benefit from an indirect subsidy.
94

 To illustrate this matter a following 

example will be provided;
95

 a subsidy granted to a fabric manufacturer can become an 

indirect subsidy granted to shirt manufactures 

that use the fabric as an input. Even though the 

shirt manufacturer does not directly receive any 

payment, it can nonetheless benefit from it i.e. if 

thanks to the subsidy it pays a lower price for the 

fabric. This way an upstream subsidy can 

become an export subsidy under Article 3.1.a) of the ASCM if tied to an anticipated 

export performance.  

4.2 Passed through subsidies 

There are several ways for subsidies to qualify as indirect. The legal terminology in 

ASCM Article 2 is unclear about whether “specificity” refers to the recipients or the 

beneficiaries, other than the direct recipients, of a subsidy. The beneficiaries may receive 

the benefit via an input subsidy being “passed through” to unrelated producers of subject 

merchandise.
96

 The key is whether, and to what extent, the subsidy to an input product 

provides the benefit. The “passed through” concept provides the settings for the issue to 

occur in context of any of the Article 1.1(a)1 subparas of the ASCM as visualised in 

picture 2. The input subsidy is not explicitly written into GATT or the ASCM, but 

implied from the WTO member obligations.
97

 The effect is that these “passed through” 

subsidies are considered indirect. Thus, one more way an indirect subsidy can be 

originated is the following; a company that has prior to the sale received subsidies, which 

benefits the new owners. This was brought up in US-Softwood Lumber IV. 98 

“Where a subsidy is conferred on input products, and the countervailing duty is imposed on 

processed products, the initial recipient of the subsidy and the producer of the eventually 

countervailed product, may not be the same. In such a case, there is a direct recipient of the 

benefit—the producer of the input product. When the input is subsequently processed, the 

producer of the processed product is an indirect recipient of the benefit—provided it can be 

established that the benefit flowing from the input subsidy is passed through, at least in 

part, to the processed product.” 
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In US-Countervailing Measures on Certain EC 

Products which dealt with the “passed through” 

issue vis-à-vis privatisation of state owned 

enterprises. As in the chapter 4.1 above, albeit the 

subsidies were not export subsidies, the same 

subsidizing structure combined with contingency to 

an export performance should qualify as indirect export subsidies within the scope of 

Article 3.1(a) ASCM.  

4.3 Revenue due foregone or not collected 

Revenue due forgone or not collected is an indirect subsidy in line with Article 

1.1(a)(1)(ii) of the ASCM.
99 The ASCM gives as an example a “fiscal incentive” such as 

a “tax credit” but fails to give a measuring method or a clarifying explanation. In 

jurisprudence it has been found to be a necessity to have a normative benchmark
100

 to 

determine what constitutes an “otherwise due” foregone tax revenue, as defined in the 

ASCM Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii).
101

  

 

In this case the subsidy consists of a government failure to impose a tax. To enable to 

classify this failure to act as expenditure a hypothetical tax has to be worked with, so that 

the failure to collect the hypothetical tax can be classified as expenditure.
102

 One has to 

keep in mind that it is not possible to derive the structure of the hypothetical tax from a 

unitary model of how the national tax systems ought to look like
103

 i.e. a benchmark other 

than the tax rules of the Member in question cannot be used. To proceed in such a way 

would be an infringement of the fundamental principle that it is the sovereign right of a 

nation to decide how its tax system is structured. 
104

  

 

A subsidy is deemed to exist if “government revenue that is otherwise due is foregone or 

not collected”
105

. This definition could be interpreted as including only cases in which the 

tax administration has failed to collect a tax levied by law. However, essential subsidies 

in the area of taxation are built into the national tax systems themselves rather than being 

restricted to the area of tax administration
106

 e.g. as when states seek to consider a 

person’s ability to pay and taxing them accordingly. Here, the transnational state aid and 

subsidy-controlling regimes set the limits of permissible support. Instead of focusing on 

whether the relevant legislation has become more favourable regarding exported goods in 

the course of time, one should rather concentrate on a specific norm and analyse whether 

it fits into the general structure of the tax system as devised by the country in question.
107
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The fact that a tax subsidy exists presupposes that a measure decreases the amount of tax 

due and that this advantageous tax situation has to be a breach of the fundamental 

principles of the national tax regime in question. Therefore no subsidy can be found to 

exist if; 

 based on the principle that goods and services should be taxed at their destination 

the law first enforces an indirect tax on consumers.  

 The law then provides that general or particular consumption taxes are deducted 

from exported goods.
108

 

 

This is true albeit the law, in the matter of exported goods, provides a refund of the 

consumption taxes already paid in the course of manufacture. A refund like this is the 

logical consequence of the decision to impose taxes on consumption based on the 

destination principle.
109

 That is why Footnote 1 to Article. XVI GATT explicitly accepts 

the legitimacy of such refunds
110

 i.e. VAT removed for exported products is not an export 

subsidy in accordance with the ASCM.
111

 

Subsequently, although a refund of direct 

taxes for exports constitutes a prohibited 

export subsidy according the GATT and the 

ASCM, goods exported from the EU 

Member States to third countries exempted 

from excise taxes do not. Several 

appendices in both agreements and GATT/WTO jurisprudence confirm this.
112

 

 

Problems arise though when the result of the application of the destination principle to 

excise taxes means that EU goods can be exported to the US without being taxed while, 

simultaneously, US goods exported to the EU are burdened with an adjustment tax.
113 US 

has for decades been trying to create within the US system of direct taxation, similar 

advantages for US exports as those granted to EU exports with regard to indirect taxes. 

These attempts have led to one of the longest proceedings of the GATT and the WTO 

history, the US- FSC case, which will be studied in more detail in chapter 6.2 below.  

4.4 Providing goods or services or purchase of goods 

A Government providing goods or services other than general infrastructure or purchase 

of goods in context of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) ASCM can contemplate two types of 

transactions:
114

 The first is a government providing goods or services other than general 

infrastructure.
115

 These kinds of transactions could artificially lower the cost of producing 
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a product by value to an enterprise and is an indirect subsidy. The second type is a 

government purchasing goods from an enterprise and could artificially increase the 

revenues gained from selling the product. The evaluation of if a financial contribution 

exists should be made by taking in consideration the nature of the transaction through 

which something of economic value is 

transferred by a government
116 Inter alia, certain 

infrastructure measures provided could constitute 

indirect subsidies in the meaning of Article 

1.1.(a)1(iii) as illustrated in picture 4. 

 

In US-Softwood Lumber, a government allowing 

the exercise of harvesting rights to a company was actually deemed as providing goods 

within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii). The Panel’s motivation was as follows;
117

  

 

“...from the tenure holder’s point of view, there is no difference between receiving from the 

government the right to harvest standing timber and the actual supply by the government of 

standing timber through the tenure holder’s exercise of this right”. 

In casu the Panel came to a conclusion that the ordinary meaning of the word ‘goods’ is 

wide and does not seem to be limited to “tangible or movable personal property, other 

than money” that could be considered a “good”, i.e. timber is “goods” in the sense of 

article 1.1(a)(1)(iii).
118

 Furthermore the word “goods” in the context of “goods or 

services” intended to ensure that the term “financial contribution” encompasses in-kind 

transfers of resources, with the exception of general infrastructure.
119 The EC-Large Civil 

Aircraft clarified that inter alia, the lease of land at the Mühlenberger L industrial site in 

Hamburg and the lengthened runaway at the Bremen Airport provided to Airbus were 

specific subsidies.
120  

 

In US-Large Civil Aircraft, the fundamental question which arose was whether or not the 

research and development (R&D) transactions at issue were outside the scope of Article 1 

of the ASCM as “purchases of services.”
121

 Some of the support provided to Boeing 

under some of the NASA and US Department of Defence (USDOD) R&D programmes 

containing access given to NASA and USDOD facilities, equipment, and employees to 

Boeing constituted the provision of goods or services within the meaning of Article 

1.1(a)(1)(iii) of the ASCM.
122

 These subsidies were found to have being a financial 

contribution conferring a benefit to Boeing within the meaning of Article 1.1(b) of the 

ASCM.
123

 They were also found specific within the meaning of Article 2 of the ASCM. A 

new market benchmark was created for financial contributions to conduct R&D 
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programmes, based on the terms of the commercial transaction between entities. 124 In 

addition, allocation of patent rights under the NASA and USDOD measures at issue were 

found to be subsidies.
125

 

4.5 Payments to a funding mechanism, or via a private 

body 

The last type of indirect subsidy is slightly different. While the first three subparas i-iii 

are about the form the subsidies are granted in, Article 1.1(a)(i)(iv) ASCM regulates the 

identity of the actor, i.e. it can be given in any of the methods presented above.
126

 As an 

important note, a subsidy is deemed to exist only if it is granted by or at the direction of a 

government or any public body within the territory of a Member. Thus, Article 

1.1(a)(i)(iv) ASCM applies mutually to measures of national governments, subnational 

governments and publicly owned bodies such as state owned companies.  

The purpose of expansion of the rules within this context is according to the Panel on US-

Export Restraints
127

 to avoid circumvention of the definition of a governmental body by a 

government operating through a private body. Furthermore they stated that the term 

“private body” in Article 1.1(a)(1)(iv) provides a counterpoint to the terms “government” 

or “any public body” as used in Article 1.1, i.e. the companies or other entities either 

affected by or reacting to an export restraint could be “private bodies” in this sense.  

The essence of the terms “entrustment” and 

“direction” is to ensure that the financial 

contribution is not distorted by complex 

triangular transfers.
128

 The Panel in Korea-

Commercial Vessels, where certain granting 

bodies were government-owned financial 

institutions, found that control of a body is an 

important factor in determining whether an entity is a public body in the sense of Article 

1.1(a)(1). According to the panel an entity controlled by the government or other public 

body any action by that entity should be considered attributable to the government, and 

therefore fall within the scope of Article 1.1(a)(1) of the ASCM.
129

 In US-Export 

Restraints, the panel differentiated “entrustment or direction” from the circumstances in 

which the government “intervenes in the market in some way”, which might or might not 

have a specific result “simply based on the given factual circumstances and the exercise 

of free choice by the actors in that market”
130

 making it clear that Article 1.1(a)(1)(iv) 

requires a potent element of State authority and that a regulatory intervention does not fall 

within Article 1.1(a)(1)(iv).  
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5. Export subsidies in the ASCM 

5.1 Subsidy categories 

Subsidies according to the “traffic light” system can be red, amber or green. The two 

categories regulated in SCM are red, the prohibited ones and amber, the actionable ones. 

All the subsidies deemed “specific” fall into one of these two categories. 

 Most subsidies fall in the “actionable” category that is defined in part III of the ASCM. 

Actionable subsidies are not prohibited,
131

 nonetheless they are subject to challenge in the 

WTO or to countervailing measures and exist when subsidies provided by one member 

state causes adverse effect
132

 or serious prejudice to another member state concerning like 

products. Amber light subsidies also cover the built in system in GATT 1994 condemning 

actions against another member states causing nullification or impairment of benefits 

accruing regarding like products i.e. MFN principle in article one and NT principle in 

article tree. Typically it is when improved market access that is presumed to flow due to a 

bound tariff reduction is undercut by subsidization that nullification and impairment 

occur.
 133

 Since the focus of this paper are adverse “export subsidies” as understood in 

WTO context the actionable subsidies fall outside of the scope and shall not be discussed 

further.
134

 

The former exceptions for certain subsidies which, while specific, were non-actionable 

are no longer valid. This special treatment was aimed at socially beneficial policy 

objectives but ended as of 1 January 2000,
135

 causing the effect that all specific subsidies 

covered by the ASCM that are not prohibited are actionable. 
136

 The green light subsidies 

can though still exist in spirit by other exemptions in the SCM-agreement by the subsidy 

not being prohibited by an exemption in Article 3(for red) or part III ( for actionable). 

There are also additional exclusions stated in GATT 1994 and other special agreements 

under GATT i.e. environment and agriculture.
137

  

5.2 Prohibited export subsidies  

The prohibited subsidies can be found in Article 3 of the ASCM which states: 
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“3.1 Except as provided in the 

Agreement on Agriculture, the 

following subsidies, within the 

meaning of Article 1, shall be 

prohibited: 

(a)subsidies contingent, in law or 

in fact, whether solely or as one of 

several other conditions, upon 

export performance, including 

those illustrated in Annex I.” 

These subsidies are divided in two 

categories that both set a sharper tone 

than the rest of the ASCM by being prohibited per se, without any requirement for effect 

in Article 3.2, 
138

  as they are most likely to have adverse effects on the interests of other 

Members. The rules are not a major change from the earlier GATT, except that the 

prohibition has expanded to cover former exceptions.  

Export subsidies in Article 3.1 are targeted to directly affect exports by assisting the 

domestic producer against its competitors in foreign markets by inherently favouring 

domestic goods that are exported over competing foreign goods in export markets. I.e. by 

their nature they discriminate goods made by foreign competitors, thereby giving an 

advantage to the domestic goods.
139

 This is based upon the economic theoretical 

assumption that market failures are normally not related to the activity of exporting or of 

competing against imports, exceptions to this assumption may exist.
140

 The second 

category i.e. “local content subsidies” contains subsidies contingent, whether solely or as 

one of several other conditions, upon the use of domestic over imported goods. 
141

 This 

category is not within the scope of this paper so shall not be discussed further. 

As mentioned in chapter 3.4 above, specificity requirements are not present for prohibited 

subsidies defined in Article 3. Vis-à-vis prohibited subsidies; the central concept is 

Article 2.3 ASCM, which establishes that all subsidies listed under Article 3 are deemed 

to be specific. In practice this leads to the following. An export subsidy available to all 

companies would not be specific under the terms of Article 2.1, but is deemed to be 

specific by a rule of assumption under the terms of Article 3
142

 therefore they can either 

be countervailed or challenged as illegal measures. 

Article 3.1a) sets the first category by prohibiting subsidies “contingent”, in law or in 

fact, whether wholly or as one of several conditions, on export performance i.e. “exports 

subsidies” as illustrated in picture 6. Since the wording of the relevant legislation 

expressly makes a subsidy contingent on exporting, the situation is relatively clear and 

requires no detailed analysis. However, the interpretation of “de facto” contingency, 
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footnote 4 after the word fact clearly defining the quintessential meaning of “de facto” 

within this Article, has been much debated by Panels and AB. Just the fact that a subsidy 

is granted to corporations which happen to export is not enough to constitute an export 

subsidy within the meaning of this term.
143

   

Thus even though the term “export subsidies” is commonly used for the subsidies under 

this paragraph, a precise description of the subsidies at issue is provided in the Article 

3.1a) that focuses on the concept of export contingency. This contingency requires that 

the grant of a subsidy has some amount of link or relationship to export performance.
144

  

5.2.1 Export “contingency” 

The extensive case law on establishing whether subsidies are contingent in fact on 

exporting, illustrates that the matter is not a straightforward exercise in practice. The 

overtone of “contingent” is “conditional” and “contingent… upon export performance” 

signifies that the granting of the subsidy has to be somehow linked to actual or 

anticipated exports.
145

 Both the Panel and the AB in Canada-Aircraft expressed a view 

that a measure should not be classified as an export subsidy simply because it is a 

financial contribution to a firm with high export propensity.
146

 The panel proposed a “but 

for” test for de facto export contingency, signifying that for a subsidy to be counted as de 

facto contingent on exportation it would not have been paid out “but for” the anticipation 

that it would result in export.
147

  

The Panel in Australia-Automotive Leather II held a similar view when they passed 

judgment on a grant by the Australian government to a firm on the condition that it 

reached specified sales targets. Due to the total domestic market being much smaller than 

the size of the sales targets, the Panel came to a conclusion that the grant was, de facto, 

contingent on exportation, since international sales was the only revenue by which the 

firm could meet the set sales targets. According to the Panel this links the grant of the 

subsidies and the government’s “anticipation” of exportation.
148

 Additionally, the ruling 

in US-FSC postulates that it makes no difference to the export contingency that foreign 

produced goods are also eligible for a certain subsidy. What does matter is that among the 

domestically produced goods; only the ones that are exported are eligible.
149

 In Canada-

Autos the measure in question was a de jure 
150

contingency. The manufacturers had to fill 

i.e. “ratio requirements” to receive the subsidy in form of import duty exemption in 

subpara 1.1(a)(1)(ii). Based on the way the “ratio requirements” were constructed, the 

AB deemed that the duty exemption for the vehicles, which had to be made in Canada, 
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was in conjunction with the ratio requirements.
151

 The most recent case about the de facto 

export contingency was EU-Large Civil Aircraft, which shed light upon the interpretation 

of the term “de facto contingency” vis-à-vis “export subsidies” in particular.
 152

 In casu 

the AB maintained that the standard should involve observing at whether the subsidy 

generates an incentive to export as compared to selling domestically:  

Where the evidence shows, all other things being equal, that the granting of the subsidy 

provides an incentive to skew anticipated sales towards exports, in comparison with the 

historical performance of the recipient or the hypothetical performance of a profit-

maximizing firm in the absence of the subsidy, this would be an indication that the granting 

of the subsidy is in fact tied to anticipated exportation within the meaning of Article 3.1(a) 

and footnote 4 of the SCM Agreement.
153

 

The AB observed that conditional relationship between the granting of the subsidy and 

export performance must be proven, permitting the subsidy to be geared to induce the 

promotion of future export performance by the recipient. 
154

 The issue has to be 

determined by evaluating the subsidy itself, in the light of the ad rem factual 

circumstances instead of a government’s motive(s) for granting a subsidy. Nonetheless, 

AB recognized that while a subjective intent can play a limited role; the objective intent 

can be quite relevant.
155

  

On the authority of the AB, the key to the legal standard, when export contingency de 

facto exists, are the incentives created by the subsidy 
156

 i.e. if the subsidy encourages 

producers to export instead of sell domestically. This nepotism of domestic products, 

where export sales are favoured over domestic sales, and domestic products that are being 

exported are given such a clear and significant advantage over foreign products, is where 

a violation of the ASCM article 3.1 (a) will be found in the ABs point of view.
157

 It is 

made clear by a general statement of the AB regarding de jure contingency that; within 

the meaning of Article 3.1(a) of the ASCM a neutral, either on its face or by necessary 

implication, subsidy that lacks a differentiation between domestic sales and the 

recipient’s exports, cannot be considered contingent on export performance.158 The AB’s 

comments on “neutrality” and “differentiation” between export and domestic sales, does 

indicate that the idea of discrimination exists between the two.  

Regrettably the AB did not complete their analysis regarding if other financing subsidies 

at issue were export subsidies.
159

 Therefore the legal status of this type of subsidies is still 

uncertain. No finding on whether any such measures are export subsidies has been made 
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so far, thus, it is highly likely that such a finding might only be completed by a new 

proceeding.
160

  

5.3 The Illustrative List 

The Illustrative List of export subsidies that Article 3.1a) of the ASCM refers to, can be 

found in Annex I. The List was created during the Tokyo Round and has carried over 

with barely any changes from the GATT era to the Uruguay round ASCM. The List 

purpose is to clarify the ASCM text for what is considered an “export subsidy”. The List 

provides a shortcut for an aggrieved forbidden export subsidy.
161

 If the measure at issue is 

banned by the List, a Member does not have to demonstrate that the measure falls within 

the scope of Article 3.1(a) ASCM
162

as was proved by Brazil-Aircraft.
163

 However, the 

List cannot be used for the interpretation of the general definition of subsidy contained in 

Article 1,
164

 then again, of its twelve non-exhaustive points most are either obvious or not 

especially problematic. 

Besides giving examples for measures constituting “export subsidies” Annex I, referred 

to by footnote 5, also contains exceptions that shall not be prohibited under any provision 

of the ASCM. However, this only applies, when the List clearly indicates that the 

measure in question is not a prohibited export subsidy. The simple fact that a measure 

does not meet the conditions, listed in one of the Items, is not enough for it to constitute a 

prohibited export subsidy.
165

  

Of the twelve items in the List only a few are of interest for this paper as they may 

constitute indirect export subsidies. Only a few of these items have been debated in 

jurisprudence, and warrants further discussion. For example, Item i) of the List
166

 covers 

an input subsidy for imported input used in production of an exported product through the 

remission or drawback of import charges beyond those normally levied. 

Item k) of the List
167

 provides a “safe harbour”, i.e. “export subsidies” are not prohibited, 

for the OECD Arrangements for export credits granted at rates below market value. The 

Panels and the AB in Brazil-Aircraft have established though that this does not apply to 

export guarantees, risk premiums and “matching arrangements”,
168

 therefore it does not 

apply on indirect export subsidies. 
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The interesting Items relevant for export-tax subsidies are (e) and (f)
169

, for direct taxes 

whereas (g) and (h)
170

 are for indirect taxes. The meaning of Item (e) was discussed 

thoroughly by the AB in US-FSC (Article 21.5). It was done within the context of the 

meaning of the fifth sentence footnote 59 of the ASCM as presented in chapter 6.2 below 

and its subchapter 6.2.1. The AB noted that in the context of footnote 59, the ASCM 

explicitly provides that measures used by a Member to eliminate double taxation are not 

subject to the legal provisions governing subsidies.
171

 To be precise, it makes no 

difference which method the WTO member states choose to avoid double taxation, as 

long as they comply with WTO obligations.
172

 Accordingly, Members do not have an 

unfettered discretion to avoid double taxation of ‘foreign-source income’ through the 

grant of export subsidies. The AB on US-FSC, based on its analysis of footnote 59 

rejected the argument that as there is no requirement to tax export-related foreign-source 

income, a decision not to tax that income cannot be held to constitute revenue 

“foregone.” According to the AB if this approach was to be followed, there could never 

be “a foregoing of revenue otherwise due’” since WTO law doesn’t require the collection 

of any particular category of revenue.
173

 

5.4 Mutually satisfactory solution 

Negotiations and consultations are the heart of the DSU, as established earlier in chapter 

2.1 of this paper, therefore one should not disregard the mutually agreeable solutions. The 

mutually satisfactory solution can exist in form of withdrawal or on implementation 

notified and is based upon Article 3.7 of the DSU which establishes that the preference is 

clearly for the parties of a dispute to come to a mutually acceptable solution, consistent 

with the covered agreements. This does not really resolve the dispute by referring to 

norms. What this means is that subsidies can also exist in the form of a mutually 

satisfactory solution, which is basically a shortcut to any result that the disputing member 

states agree upon. The mutually satisfactory solution was reached in Australia-

Automotive leather I.
174

 The mutually satisfactory solution can also be seen to happen in 

most WTO disputes and can show up at any stage of the DSU.
175

 This procedure can be 

argued to escape “legalism” to some extent
176

 then again it does make sense considering 

the nature of the WTO.  
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6. Export subsidies in WTO Practice 

6.1 US-EU/ Boeing-Airbus 

To be able to develop a better understanding of the ASCM texts, a closer look at WTO 

practice is necessary. Therefore a dispute involving the United States and European 

Union, both major players in world trade and also the most active users of the DSU, as 

can be seen in picture 7
177

, is a logical choice for a sample case. The WTO conflicts 

between the United States and the European Union on subsidies has been subject to terms 

like the “nuclear trade war” and the widely known “mini trade wars”.
178

 The tit-for-tat 

on subsidies to their respective aircraft manufacturers, Boeing and Airbus, has been the 

origin of the several WTO cases. The most recent case deals with a number of important 

legal interpretations of the ASCM, inter alia indirect subsidies in Article 1.1 and export 

subsidies in context of Article 3.1a.  

The latest dispute round between Airbus and Boeing has been going on since October 

2004, when the US terminated the bilateral agreement of 1992.
179

 This was followed by 

filing of a complaint to the WTO, on behalf of Boeing, against the European Union's 

conglomerate Airbus; instigating the DSU against the EU and the four nations with 

Airbus stakes.
180

 The US claimed that the payments to Airbus, made by the EU, were 

illegal subsidies which violated the ASCM. Next day after Boeings claim, the EU 

retaliated, filing a counterclaim.
181

 Both of these cases consist mainly of similar 

complaints, even though the sparring partners have taken totally different approaches. 

However, whereas the US concentrated on direct subsidies that had benefited Airbus in 

the past, the EU focused on restraining the indirect subsidies for Boeing through US 

military and space agencies. According to EU’s allegations indirect export subsidies 

existed in form of the 

FSC/ETI/Jobs act and follow-up 

acts and other tax reliefs given by 

some states. The WTO homepage 

states that regardless of the 

Airbus–Boeing dispute originating 

about 30 years back, the 

jurisprudence created by these 

cases could potentially shape the 

WTO’s subsidy rules in a number 
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of areas. Therefore this dispute might have an impact on both the recent financial crisis-

related subsidies, and on the international subsidies regulation. 
182

  

The US-Large Civil Aircraft (Boeing case) addressed many important issues regarding 

the interpretation of the ASCM
183

 ;  

 Articles 1 and 2, definitions of subsidy and specificity 

 Article 3.1(a), prohibited export subsidies 

 Articles 5 and 6, adverse effects  

The 23 March 2012, the DSB adopted both the AB and Panel reports related to this case. 

The essential facts about the Boeing case can be seen in Annex 2 of this thesis.   

6.2 US-FSC, background 

In the opinion of some doctrine, the US-FSC case caused the US to actually change its 

legislation for the first time in history on behalf of a request from an International 

organization.
184

 The US-FSC was handled in a separate case, but resurfaced in US-Large 

Civil Aircraft.
 185

 We will now study the US-FSC measures
186

 constituting indirect export 

subsidies more in-depth.
187

 The measure at issue was a part of the U.S. tax law, 

establishing special tax treatment for “Foreign Sales Corporations” (FSC) that provided a 

tax exemption on certain income earned abroad. This wrestling match between the titans 

of trade, US and EU, is now on its seventh round.  

The dispute backdates to the early-70s when United States adopted the Domestic 

International Sales Corporations (DISC) legislation to promote US export industries by 

lowering income taxes on profits connected to these exports. DISC was a tax-haven 

export subsidy, with the purpose to correct the relative disadvantage of US exporters in 

having to pay greater income taxes on their exports than the tax-heaven exporter from 

countries following a territoriality principle. A Panel was established on the EC’s request 

to investigate if the rules were contrary to GATT 1947.
188

 The US reacted by making 

three counterclaims of their own; against France, Belgium and Holland.
189

 These four 

cases were handled as one by the same Panel. However, unlike to the DISC program, the 

Panel concluded that the European VAT-based territoriality system was not inconsistent 

with GATT1947. Unfortunately the US misinterpreted this as being true for all cases, 

including DISC, due to the way the Panel phrased the ruling. As a result, the US 

conducted a unilateral explanation that the Panel finding was; DISC was not in violation 
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of article XIV: 4 of GATT 1947.
190

 This explanation was immediately protested by the 

EC and Canada and the proceedings continued. The award was adopted by the GATT 

Council after a bilateral agreement with the EC. Still, even as late as 1981, a total of 

around 13,800 DISCs were operating in the US.
191

  

Eventually U.S replaced the DISC program with the foreign sales corporations (FSCs), a 

new type of tax-haven export subsidy following a territoriality principle in 1984.
192

 The 

concept of FSC was; foreign based corporations that exported US goods to third countries 

received special treatment rules in US tax law i.e. the profits derived by FSCs from 

exports were exempt from US income tax.
193

 The FSC program offered additional 

advantages: provisions on controlled foreign corporations did not apply; US shareholders 

of FSCs were exempted from income tax on dividends received from FSCs. It was even 

possible to inflate the percentage of profits attributed to the FSC due to a special regime.  

Owing to the profitability of the FSC system, by 2004, around 7,000 FSCs had been 

established by US companies (e.g. Boeing, General Electric, Mars, Nike and Procter & 

Gamble).
194

 

The end of 1997 the EC asked for consultations with the US in regard to Sections 921-

927 of the US Internal Revenue Code (IRC) and related measures, establishing special tax 

treatment for FSCs. The following year the EC requested the establishment of a Panel. 

The Panel confirmed that the United States, through the FSC scheme, had acted 

inconsistently with its obligations under Article 3.1(a) of the ASCM and Articles 3.3 and 

8 of the Agreement of Agriculture,
195

 subsequently FSC measures constituted prohibited 

export subsidies. The AB upheld the Panel’s finding, and moreover rejected the US 

attempt of a defence, based on the last sentence of footnote 59 of the ASCM allowing 

measures for avoidance of double taxation, since it had not been raised before the 

Panel.
196

  

On the subject of the FSC measure constituting a forbidden subsidy, AB’s reasons were; 

for the fiscal treatment of income, subject to the contested measure, it needed to be 

compared to how comparable legitimate income is treated. The AB, for the purpose of 

this comparison, also confirmed that in the absence of a contested measure that would 

apply to the revenues in question an applicable general tax rule might not always be 

possible to identify.
197

  

A matter of great importance was that the AB made it quintessentially clear that the ruling 

did not indicate that a Member must choose one kind of tax system over another to be in 

line with its WTO obligations.198 It is the Member’s choice to tax or not to tax any 
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particular category of revenue. However, once the income derived from a particular 

source is subject to tax, favouring export-oriented corporations over other corporations 

within the same category is illegal. Since the U.S had set its own benchmark, vis-à-vis 

taxation of the worldwide income of both corporations and shareholders, any measures 

taken by US to facilitate exports had to be measured against that benchmark. The same 

reasoning applies with regard to the other rules in regard to governing the allocation of 

profits between a corporation and its subsidiary.199  

The US-FSC case sets a benchmark for the treatment of indirect subsidies in the form of 

tax incentives,
200

 thereby illuminating the most disputed area of indirect prohibited export 

subsidies in scope of Article 3.1(a) ASCM. 

6.2.1 FCS/ETI 

Following these decisions by the GATT Panel and AB, the U.S amended the FSC 

legislation replacing it with the Extraterritorial Income Exclusion Act (ETI).
201

 However, 

the EC once again initiated proceedings in December 2000, by notifying the DSB of 

failure of consultations to settle the dispute, hence requesting the establishment of a Panel 

pursuant to Article 21.5 of the DSU. The DSB agreed and a Panel was composed that 

concluded that the FSC Repeal and ETI Act of 2000 (the amended FSC legislation) was 

still inconsistent with Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the ASCM. An appeal by the US did not 

bring any change, as the AB upheld the Panel’s ruling.
202

  

The measure creating the issue this time was that the combined appliance of IRC Sec. 

114(a) and (b) made it possible to escape taxation, when the ETI was derived from the 

sale, lease or rental of goods whose value was predominantly created in- or outside the 

U.S and which were to be used outside the U.S. The ETI/FSC tax exemption was 

available for: 

 products manufactured in the U.S and sold abroad i.e. export 

 products manufactured and sold outside of the USA 

The U.S plan was that the ETI taxation would be considered the exception rather than the 

rule. The ETI exclusion from a taxable income was a general rule; still the section 5(c) 1 

of the ETI act also exempted FSCs.
203

 This was de facto, according to the GATT panel, a 

“prevailing domestic standard” of taxation of worldwide income in the United States.
204

. 

Due to IRC Sec. 114 differentiating products manufactured “in” the U.S and “outside” 

the USA, the AB decided to examine these as two isolated situations. From this point of 

view, it came to a conclusion that to receive the ETI tax exemption for the products 
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manufactured within the U.S, the goods had to be exported to enable the demand of “to 

be used outside” the United States. I.e. regarding the goods mentioned above the demand 

of “to be used outside” the United States were contingent of export and thereby in 

violation of Article 3.1(a) of the ASCM.
205

  

To define a general rule is not a necessity according to the AB, but rather, a necessity of 

comparing a set of facts and identifying the appropriate set of facts for that purpose.
206

 

The AB didn’t get persuaded by either the exceptions in IRC Sec. 115 or the arguments 

by the U.S by pointing to footnote 59 to the ASCM, legalizing the introduction of rules 

seeking double taxation avoidance.
207

 The requirement to use the arm’s length principle 

i.e. the evaluation of each transaction should be done as if unrelated parties had carried it 

out while acting in their own interest, did not authorize the type of export contingent tax 

exemption that had been consigned by the US. 
208

 Instead, the AB pointed out, the ETI 

allowed firms to shift the domestic income to foreign subsidiaries in an artificial manner. 

This was deemed to be outside the scope of the provisions of the ASCM which allows 

measures intended to avoid double taxation. 
209

 

6.2.2 The FSC/ETI Successors 

After yet another legal defeat, EC imposed countervailing measures in form of punitive 

customs duties in the amount of USD 4 billion per year, based on the value of the subsidy 

granted by the U.S under the FSC program.
210

 Even its successor, the American Jobs 

Creation Act of 2004 (AJCA), in particular the section 101 containing transitional 

provisions which allowed US exporters to continue to benefit from the WTO 

incompatible FSC/ETI, was deemed inconsistent with the WTO Agreement the same way 

as its predecessors by a Panel and AB. After a long period of consultations, complainants 

and countervailing methods the US enacted the Tax Increase Prevention and 

Reconciliation Act of 2005(TIRPA) on May 2006. Section 513 of TIRPA, entitled 

“Repeal of FSC/ETI Binding Contract Relief” finally accomplished a mutually 

acceptable solution on implementation of the FSC/ETI case.
211

 

Owing to the fact that EC complaint dates back to 2004, the new generation FCC/ETI i.e. 

TIRPA, had not yet been implemented.  As the case was postponed and reopened in US-

Large Civil Aircraft (2nd complaint) the FSC/ETI matter had already been dealt with in 

the separate US-FSC case.
212

 Therefore both the Panel 
213

and the AB, while upholding EC 
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claims that the FSC/ETI constituted prohibited export subsidies, decided against further 

recommendation apropos those measures.  The Panel concentrated instead on adverse 

effects of FSC/ETI benefits related to large civil aircraft during the period 1989-2006. 

The US was recommended by the Panel to take appropriate steps to remove the adverse 

effects. The AB upheld the Panel’s recommendations.
214

  

Due to the same issue arising over and over again it seems quite clear that the matter was 

never properly resolved. A closer examination reveals the changes have been more in 

form than substance; the values of subsidies granted did not change much, and the DISC 

and the ETI requirements were easy to meet.
215

 Since FSC’s did not have to be 

independent foreign permanent establishments in contrast to most territorial systems, an 

agent under contract was sufficient to perform all of FSC’s earning activities. 

The fact that the US in the US-FCS dispute did take actions to remove the forbidden 

subsidies is significant since the WTO treaty customary law is very much dependent of 

the reactions of member states; as pointed out, in chapters 2.1 and 2.2, a rebuttal of a 

Panel ruling by several Member states diminishes or even eradicates the validity of the 

ruling due to the nature of the WTO treaty. Above all DSU rulings are recommendations, 

not orders, consequently the impact of the DSU rulings are directly assessable by which 

measures the member states take to follow the recommendations  

Despite both the Panel and the AB establishing that no taxation system is favoured over 

the other
216

 this case does trigger the thought that the territorial VAT based system 

applied by the EU might have an advantage in matters regarding export-tax subsidies. 
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7. Discussion, analysis and 

conclusion 

7.1 Problems related to identification of subsidies 

It is fairly impossible to fashion general principles for the identification, let alone 

measurement, of undesirable subsidies due to the complexity of the modern economy and 

the wide array of government activity that both encourages and discourages the activities 

of business enterprise.
217

 As can be seen from WTO jurisprudence represented in the EC-

Airbus and US-FSC case, it is no simple matter to establish a de facto contingency on 

export performance as set by footnote 4 of Article 3 ASCM. However, since it seems 

clear that subsidizing exporting firms may divert business from more efficient 

competitors, and in the worst case even triggers subsidy wars in which exporting nations 

waste resources competing with each other to confer a competitive advantage on 

export,
218

 it is important to have proper ways for identifying the harmful ones. Subsidies 

even have a potential to enhance trade distortions in domestic and international markets. 

Export subsidizing encourages export rather than selling in the home market. This has 

been criticized based upon a theory that no apparent non-financial external costs seem to 

warrant a stimulus to exports. However, the problem with this argument is that inter alia 

export subsidies do in fact expand trade, thus, the volume of trade could otherwise be less 

due to trade barriers. It is important to also remember that export subsidies have long 

been regarded as ‘‘unfair'' in the political arena, and laws authorizing countermeasures 

date back to the late 1800s.
219

  

Economically though, subsidized export often improve production, and thus confer a 

national welfare gain by improved job situation. Also the terms of trade for the importing 

nation consumers are improved.
220

 Inter alia, negative effects of WTO level subsidizing 

interference of the Airbus/Boeing subsidizing will eventually be felt globally as the 

airlines will compensate the higher cost of airplanes with raised ticket fares. Besides, 

some of the Boeing components are manufactured in EU countries by partner 

corporations or subcontractors as can be seen in the table of key facts and figures in 

Annex 3 of this thesis,
221

 so EU may feel an economic backlash from this dispute. Thus, 

export subsidies have multiple facets. An awareness of this type of possible backlash 

might discourage nations from unnecessary involvement in matters concerning export 

subsidies, unless the government gets nudged by domestic industry, like in the Boeing 
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case, to act. Furthermore, most member states are interested in subsidy issues only if the 

specific case affects them.
222

  

Several transparency issues still exist within the context of the ASCM; as was proven by 

an analysis of the ASCM from a transparency perspective.
223

After the ASCM was 

introduced, the new SCM Committee created a questionnaire for subsidy notifications 

and established procedures for reviewing these notifications. Article 25 of the ASCM 

requires that Members to notify all specific subsidies (at all levels of government and 

covering all goods sectors, including agriculture) to the SCM Committee. It quickly 

became apparent that WTO Members, including several of the biggest developed 

Members, were alarmingly deficient in meeting the notification obligations i.e. they were 

not aware of the SCM transparency requirements of notifying the WTO of subsidy 

programs granted, nor the demand of countervailing notifications regarding the usage of 

unilateral measures. Further the research surfaced a lack of knowledge of the 

identification of subsidies, most eye strikingly a lack of understanding of some of the key 

elements of its essential subsidy disciplines, including the definition of a subsidy and the 

concept of specificity (WTO, 2003b).
224

 It appears that the members should consider how 

to aggregate information both for internal WTO purposes in the Committee, and for use 

by government officials, other economic actors and the public of the member states. 

It is difficult to examine or interpret subsidies one is not aware of. Most countries choose 

not to do countervailing notifications under ASCM 25.11, regardless of the fact that 

Article 25.7 of the ASCM openly states that the notification of a measure doesn’t 

prejudge the measure’s legal status under GATT 1994 and the ASCM, its effects under 

the ASCM or the nature of the measure itself. 
225

 This makes it impossible for the DSB to 

exert influence, if some of the subsidies targeted by the unilateral countervailing duties 

are e.g. indirect subsidies; as an effect these subsidies are anonymous. A recent SCM 

Committee report revealed that half of the member states did not hand in their required 

subsidy notifications despite the due date on June 30, 2011.
226

  

With the increased need of different relief and stimulus packages applied as a toolkit by 

the governments of WTO member states, to help the severe economic crisis, many have 

started to ask for changes in the ASCM. Especially a need to establish clear, consistent 

and fair rules for all types of export financing has arisen, also with regard to the 

interpretation of a de facto export contingency. Additionally further clarifications were 

requested by the EU
227

 in cases where the link between the subsidy and the recipient of 

the product is concealed, i.e. indirect subsidies.  
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7.2 Analysis 

The requirements for a “subsidy” in Article 1 of ASCM has to be met, as was established 

in chapter 3.2 before it can be further investigated, if the measures at issue are 

inconsistent with their obligations as a Member State under Article 3.1(a) of the ASCM. 

If the prerequisites are met, the subsidy must additionally fill the requirement de jure or 

de facto of Article 3.1(a) before it can be classified as an indirect export subsidy. The 

ASCM contains a large amount of ambiguities which complicates the formation of a fully 

comprehensive picture vis-à-vis subsidies.
228

 This seems intentional, to provide a greater 

flexibility for political manoeuvres in regards to possible interpretations on such a 

sensitive issue as subsidies. The existence of ambiguity helps to circumvent delicate 

issues in order to ease the conclusion of negotiations.
229

 If too much focus had been on 

details the ASCM might never have come to be. This viewpoint stems from the partial 

impasse of the Doha round negotiations for improvements in the ASCM. 

One of the targets of the Doha round of negotiations was to clarify and improve the 

ASCM
230

, which resulted in the establishment of a Negotiating Group on Rules. In 

November 2007 the Group introduced proposals to the ASCM text focused on 

clarification of interpretation of issues related to different aspect of a benefit e.g. the 

indirect pass through benefits, specificity and export credit practices. Additionally it 

included the determination of the role of the Illustrative List of export subsidies in Annex 

I and a clarification of issues regarding prohibited export subsidies by adding a subpara c) 

to Article 3.1, referring to the current Article I of Annex VIII about the upstream 

subsidies/export subsidies connection. The proposals mainly reflected the Panels and AB 

rulings on these issues.
231

 The proposals have not met with any success, after all this time 

the ASCM remains unmodified.  

Since the 2008 report, which added no new proposal for revised text concerning export 

subsidies, there has been insufficient basis to present a revised legal text. The issues have 

been lack of convergence, controversy of the issues, insufficient discussion to allow the 

identification of legal language reflecting convergence and several new proposals.
232

 As a 

consequence a legal vacuum remains. The need for clear measuring points is clear for the 

rules to function accurately, not merely ambiguities that have no defined scope. Guidance 

for interpretation and existing benchmarks are found in WTO jurisprudence.  

As mentioned previously in this thesis the fundamental benchmark, set by Canada–

Aircraft, is that the existence of a benefit is to be determined by comparison with the 

market-place. The US-FSC further provided another important benchmark in re 

prohibited export subsidies set by ASCM Article 3.1(a) in the form of indirect “export” 

tax incentives in light of footnote 59. Hence, tax advantages granted should be compared 

to taxes paid under normal circumstances with respect to taxpayers in comparable 
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situations within the meaning of Article 1(1) of the ASCM.
233

 Regarding research and 

development, the relevant market benchmark for financial contributions to conduct R&D 

programmes, based on the terms of the commercial transaction between entities was set in 

US-Large Civil Aircraft. 

Further support to understand some key terms and concepts in regards to indirect export 

subsidies are set by the rulings of Panels and the AB e.g. the definition of “subsidy”. The 

AB of US-Large Civil Aircraft might, by indicating that measures that fall within the 

scope of the “chapeau”, Article 1(1) of the ASCM could be extensive beyond the list of 

its subparas,
234

 opened a loophole which needs to be addressed in the future. The 

weakness of the ASCM has been the lack of proper definitions, though the subsidy 

definition in Article 1 has been thought to be exhaustive to its subparas, and thereby 

definitive.
235

 Now a possibility exists that there may be several ways that indirect 

subsidies might fall under the "chapeau" of Article 1.1.  

Jurisprudence presented in this study gives the following examples how indirect 

subsidizing may occur, de jure or de facto: 

 as a upstream/input subsidy granted to a product used in the manufacture of another 

product, as in US-Chilled and frozen pork Article XVI of the GATT 1994  

 as a “passed through” input subsidy as in US-Softwood Lumber IV  

 as a government failure to impose a tax as in US-FSC Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii) ASCM 

 as a government providing goods or services other than general infrastructure in 

context of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) like in US-Large Civil Aircraft 

 as payments to a funding mechanism, or via a private body when a strong element of 

State authority is present as in US-Export Restraints Article 1.1(a)(1)(iv). This can be 

granted in any of the other forms presented above.  

 Illustrative List shortcut in Annex I as in Brazil-Aircraft 

 Mutually Agreeable Solution shortcut which Australia-Automotive leather I and 

Australia-Automotive leather II 

 

Based on chapter 3.4 of this study no particular “specificity” requirements are needed 

since export subsidies as such are already specific, as found by Korea–Vessels. 

On the topic of export contingency the following observations were made based on the 

sources for this thesis. A superficial glance at the disputes during WTO era, since several 

members have invoked solely Article 3 or 3.1 instead of 3.1a) for measures in extent of 

forbidden export subsidies, might give the impression that any measure under the 

"chapeau" of the Article 3 is forbidden. The jurisprudence shows that this is not the case 

though, a tie to an anticipated export performance is necessary. In all the cases examined 

the common factor has been: to receive the monetary benefit in whatever form it is 

granted the goods have to be exported. This tie may occur de jure, as in Canada-Autos by 

the law constructed in such a way that to receive tax or tariff exemptions export is 
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needed. Or de facto as in US-FSC when tax exemption is received because of export. The 

presence of a tie might even be based upon if sales targets can be met in the domestic 

market i.e. is export required to meet the targets as in Australia-Automotive Leather II. 

The EC-Large Civil Aircraft also showed that the intention with the grant of a subsidy 

plays a minor role at most. A subsidy must be objectively proven to have encouraged 

producers to export instead of selling domestically.  

According to the WTO secretariat non-tariff measures i.e. policy measures, other than 

ordinary customs tariffs, that can potentially have an economic effect on international 

trade in goods, have increased in importance. One of several challenges that is especially 

hard to tackle for the WTO, due to the tension between legitimate domestic goals and 

protectionist effects, is the beyond-the-border measures that address public policy 

concerns. Furthermore the constant evolution and change in the usage of different rules 

has led to the regulatory measures becoming more widespread. Thus an upward trend in 

the incidence of non-tariff measures is likely to continue. 
236

  

The world has changed and the global economy with it in a far more extensive way than 

expected when the Uruguay round ASCM was created. The manufacturers of end 

products and components are often located in different countries, thus economic remedies 

have a potential to cause a global downstream effect i.e. have an unexpected harmful 

effect on the member state that is invoking them. The financial crisis has also accelerated 

this change by the increased amount of government aid to stimulate a wide range of social 

and economic areas. The positive economic effects just might outweigh the negative 

effects corresponding to the economic calculations made by economists Kyle and 

Bagwell.
237

 Several bilateral Agreements have been negotiated lately between Member 

states governments, restraining exports “voluntarily” or agreeing to other means of 

sharing markets which are outside GATT’s auspices as they are lex specialis to 

circumvent the prohibition in article 3.1.a).
238

  

Furthermore WTO is soft law, a member state can choose to risk the possibility of the 

economic sanctions and behave inconsistent to the ASCM rules. Therefore the purpose 

behind forbidding export subsidizing, despite a government addressing public policy 

concerns by granting subsidies which they do not necessarily recognise as forbidden, 

seems illogical. This is especially true vis-à-vis indirect subsidies. When governments try 

to hide subsidies behind ambiguities in a law text from other member states like in US-

Chilled and frozen pork from Canada and the more recent Korea-Vessels, it enforces the 

viewpoint of the irrationality behind forbidding indirect export subsidizing. This raises a 

question if the prohibition of “export subsidies” in the article 3.1a) in relation to indirect 

subsidies has a valid legal purpose. Indirectly the WTO system and case law supports this 

perspective. The mutually agreeable solution in Article 3.7 of the DSU is the preferred 

way to solve disputes and in most disputes this has indeed been reached. This 

circumvents the legal text in the Article 3.2 of the ASCM. 
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Maybe now in the middle of the economic crisis the right direction would be to ease  up 

on the rules rather than tightening them, so that the potential increase of remedies 

stemming from breaches of article 3.1a) of the ASCM could be avoided.  

After all, the legal value of voluntary rules which its own creators do not understand or 

repeatedly try to circumvent is questionable.  It should be noted though that the members 

do remove any prohibited measures according to DSB’s recommendation, as seen in the 

US-FSC case. The rules of the ASCM seem to be more about politics than law. In a way 

the codified prohibition of export subsidizing inside WTO does raise a question whether 

the absolute prohibition of export subsidies really is worth it? 

The research made by Kyle’s and Bagwell’s came to the conclusion that tightening the 

subsidy discipline might affect the Trade negatively.
239

 This would be contradictory to the 

WTO’s principle to promote free trade.  

7.3 Conclusion 

The original research question of this paper was: How do domestic internal actions of a 

state qualify for indirect prohibited export subsidies?   

Even though WTO lacks the sanctioning power of hard law, it does influence even 

individuals and companies indirectly, by the member states incorporation of the WTO 

Agreements into their national law, thus becoming hard law. Therefore it is of key 

importance to understand that the ASCM has no general banning of subsidization. Only 

subsidies that meet the definitions of the ASCM Articles 1 and 2 are subject to discipline 

as described in Chapters 3.2 -4. For subsidies to qualify as prohibited subsidy additional 

elements must be in place according to ASCM Article 3.1(a). As has been established in 

Chapters 3-5 of this study, the expression prohibited “export subsidy” is commonly used 

as a term for subsidies affecting exports and truly only belongs in the context of ASCM 

Article 3.1(a) when the subsidy is somehow tied to an export performance. This tie may 

appear as de jure or de facto indirect explicit conditions related to export performance. A 

de facto tie may also be an implicitly contingent, based on all facts combined.  

Summed up for a governmental 

domestic measure to be qualified as 

an indirect prohibited export subsidy, 

it must meet the combination of the 

following elements; the subsidy exist 

according to Article 1.1(a)(1) or 

Article 1.1(a)(2) and a benefit has 

been conferred according to Article 1 

para 1.1(b). Additionally the subsidy 

is categorized as prohibited by 

Article 3, thus becoming classified as 

“specific” by Article 2.3 or if the 
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subsidy violates an item of the Illustrative List in Annex I. Another interesting turn is that 

any subsidies can emerge from a mutually satisfactory solution.
240

  

After combining all the elements presented, it seems relatively clear why several member 

states, not only EU and U.S, lack an understanding of what exactly fits into the context of 

the term of Article 3.1.a) prohibited “export subsidy”. The subsidizing being granted 

indirectly certainly does not make this recognition easier. This thesis has found seven 

separate paths that seem to lead to a prohibited indirect export subsidy, which are 

visualized in Picture 8. Other paths may exist as this research does not claim to be 

exhaustive. With some imagination this might be a Pandora’s Box waiting to be opened.  

As to the purpose of this study to possibly find some guidance for improvements to the 

ASCM by this research, obviously there is a need for change. To borrow a famous quote 

from the Greek philosopher Aristotle: 

 "Even when laws have been written down, they ought not always to remain 

unaltered."  

Unfortunately the recognition of the fact is far from accomplishing the feat. This is 

especially true in a democratic supranational organization like the WTO which consists of 

so many different states, all with different economic, politic and legal background.
241

  

In the light of what has been presented earlier in this thesis the first intuitive possible 

solution is radical, thus not likely to gain much success, is to simplify the ASCM by the 

following change:  

 Abolishing the prohibition of ASCM Article 3.1.a) and GATT 1994 Article XVI 

para.4, i.e. export subsidies would have the same status as actionable subsidies in Part 

III of the ASCM.  

However, some doctrine believes that a try to modify the prohibitions on export subsidies 

contained in ASCM Article 3.1(a) is pointless, since they are perceived as trade distorting 

by tradition. This opinion is supported by the findings in the 2011 Report from the SCM 

Committee.
242

 Some creative thinking is needed to develop and establish clear, consistent 

and fair rules for all types of export financing.  

As established by the empiri which initiated this paper, over half of the indirect measures 

causing disputes were tax related. A priori solution could be to remove the categorization 

between indirect and direct taxation in WTO Law to avoid unnecessary disputes of which 

way tax exemptions should be granted. These technical details have the same underlying 

purpose, a fiscal relief is granted when goods are exported. This action might remove the 

need for member states to artificially attempt to adjust their fiscal system to match 

benefits other member states enjoy i.e. it would appear more clear, consistent and fair 
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thereby being in line with the wishes of the Member States. Hence, maybe by small steps, 

the Doha round goal for the ASCM might be achieved.  

An interesting revelation from this study is that in the big picture the WTO rules are 

relatively successful, mainly because of their flexibility. The key reason is that we deal 

with soft Law which is in WTO context codified guidelines ratified by the Member states. 

Nations have indeed reached consensus in areas like the creation of the ASCM and they 

have adjusted their hard Law according to the DSB’s recommendations after disputes. An 

interesting side effect of the ASCM may be that it could influence the bilateral 

Agreements by providing a minimum starting point, in a similar way as a dispositive law 

i.e. if no bilateral exists, the Member states can always fall back on the ASCM basics.  

During my research, using the tools available to me, I have not been able to find any other 

research that summarizes the different indirect export subsidizing methods in this way. 

This thesis will hopefully contribute towards a more in-depth understanding of the area of 

stringency in application of WTO law in regards to indirect export subsidies. 
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Table 1 

Annex 1 

 

Article 

3 

Of 33 case(s) 20 are about export subsidies 

DS46, DS70, DS103, DS104, DS106, DS126, DS127, DS128,DS129, DS130, 

DS131,DS139, DS222, DS236, DS267,DS283, DS307,DS387, DS388, DS390 

Article 

3.1 

Of 10 case(s) 9 are about export subsidies 

DS266, DS273, DS283, DS301, DS316, DS317, DS353, DS357, DS365 

Article 

3.1(a) 

9 cases: 

DS70, DS108, DS126, DS139, DS142, DS236, DS265,DS347, DS357 

 

 

 Case(s) id Cases 

total  

direct DS46, DS70, DS222, DS265, DS267, DS273, DS307, DS316, 

DS317, DS347, DS353, DS357, DS365, DS387, DS388, 

15 

indirect DS108, DS126, DS127, DS128, DS129, DS130, DS131, 

DS139, DS236, DS273, DS307, DS316, DS317, DS347, 

DS353, DS142 

15 

Panel 

established 

DS46, DS70, DS103, DS108, DS126, DS142, DS222, DS236, 

DS265, DS266, DS267, DS273, DS283, DS301, DS316, 

DS317, DS347, DS353, DS357, DS365 

20 

Confirmed 

3.1 a) 

DS46, DS70, DS108, DS126, DS139, DS142, DS222, DS267, 

DS273, DS353 

10 
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Annex 2 

From (Komission, 2012, pp. 2-3)background fact sheet updated12 March 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Essential facts about the "Boeing case" 

1. NASA has provided Boeing with more than US$2.6 billion in subsidies through eight 

NASA-funded federal research programmes through direct payments and free access to 

facilities, equipment and employees; 

2. The AB confirmed that the above programmes provided subsidies in the form of a 

direct transfer of funds or the provision of goods and services by 

NASA to Boeing for which no fee is payable and for which Boeing acquired the 

commercial IP rights; 

3. The AB confirmed moreover that the US Department of Defence (DOD) under its 

Research Development, Test and Evaluation programmes has transferred to Boeing, at no 

cost, dual use technology worth up to US$1.2 billion for direct use in Boeing's production 

of Large Civil Aircraft as well as free access to DOD's facilities; 

4. The AB clarified that the relations between NASA and DOD on the one side, and 

Boeing on the other side was akin to that of a joint venture, with the essential feature that 

the fruits of the joint labour largely went to one partner, Boeing, which had provided none 

of the funding; 

5. Boeing continued to be eligible for US$2.2 billion in Foreign Sales Corporation export 

subsidies, despite previous WTO rulings that these are prohibited subsidies under WTO 

law; 

6. The City of Wichita (Kansas) granted almost US$ 500 million in the form of tax 

abatements on Industrial Revenue Bonds between 1989 and 2006; 

7. Washington State tax breaks to be granted for the period 2006-24 amount to a subsidy 

value of close to US$3.1 billion; 

8. NASA and DOD research and development subsidies enabled Boeing to develop key 

technologies, without which it would not have been possible to launch the 787 

"Dreamliner" in 2004; 

9. The above research subsidies gave Boeing a competitive advantage causing Airbus to 

lose sales campaigns, thus losing sales of the A330 and A350 models (i.e. in the 200-300 

seat market) and threatening to lose its share of certain export markets. Even where it was 

able to make sales, it had to make them at reduced prices because of the presence of the 

subsidized 787 on the market; 

10. The AB has also confirmed that the Washington Tax subsidies and Foreign Sales 

Corporation subsidies, as well as the Wichita subsidies, enabled Boeing to beat Airbus to 

winning orders in the "single aisle" 100-200 seat market (Boeing 737 vs A320). 
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Annex 3 

From EU – US Agreement on Large Civil Aircraft 1992: key facts and figures p.3 

 

Boeing 7E7 – European suppliers  
Cobham (U.K.)  Pumps & valves  
Dassault Systemes (France)  Software & tools  
Finmeccanica (Italy)  Airplane elements  
GKN (UK)  Materials technology 

development  
Groupe Latecoere (France)  Structural development work  
Rolls-Royce (UK)  Engines  

 

 


